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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aloha, my name is Scott Laursen, and I will share with you some of the foundations of a manager-based research program on Hawaii Island called the Manager Climate Corps (MCC). It is based in University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo and part of the University Consortium of the USGS Pacific Islands Climate Science Center (PI-CSC). The MCC builds upon local professional networks through manager-driven research efforts and interactive forums. A fundamental element of the Manager Climate Corps is the process of knowledge coproduction, which for the MCC is simply getting to know our neighbors and building diverse in-person networks to develop knowledge together. It is a new term for a very old concept.



Manager Climate Corps

Mission:
work with natural and cultural resource managers, policy 
professionals, community leaders, and other end users to 
co-develop and deliver scientific information, tools, and 

techniques that allow stakeholders to anticipate and adapt 
to climate change in the Pacific Region



Knowledge Coproduction 

The process of producing usable, or 
actionable, science through collaboration 

between scientists and those who use 
science to make policy and management 

decisions.

Meadow, A., Ferguson, D., Guido, Z., Horangic, A., Owen, G., and T. Wall, 
2015. Moving toward the Deliberate Coproduction of Climate Science 
Knowledge. Weather, Climate, and Society, 7, 179–191.



Knowledge Coproduction 
Foundations

• Apply at any scale
• Stakeholder driven process
• Highly collaborative
two-way communication

• Long-term, iterative, in-person (trust)
• Shifting human behavior: local, present, and 

personal



Knowledge Network 

the collective group of professionals 
that ultimately employ a knowledge 

coproduction process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge coproduction is actually quite a common process that can involve a wide range of knowledge producers and managers. Stakeholders can be policy professionals, cultural practitioners, scientists, community groups, natural resource managers. We refer to all of these when we refer to “managers”Knowledge coproduction can take on many forms. Three years ago, we developed a specific approach for our local research program. First, we established core elements of the program...



Manager Climate Corps
Foundational Elements

• long-term trust
• existing in-person professional networks
• knowledge coproduction
• multiple ways of knowing



Locate
Managers

Listen Process

Expand local 
Knowledge NetworksLocate Researchers

Produce Actionable 
Science Products

Knowledge Coproduction Process
Manager Climate Corps Year 1



Current Graduate Research Projects

Impact of climate change on hydrology and 
primary production of Hawaiian fishponds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge networks within the Manager Climate Corps continue to grow. Currently the program, with the support UH Hilo receives from USGS for the PI-CSC, funds four manager-driven research projects that include 5 graduate students.



Climate driven shifts in Staphylococcus 
aureus and MRSA in near shore waters



Invasive Albizia as a solution for climate 
change mitigation and sustainable agriculture



Estimating coastal erosion rates on 
Hawaiʻi Island to inform county setbacks



Listen

Process
(in-person)

Expand local 
Knowledge Networks
(interactive forums)

Actionable 
Science Products

Knowledge Coproduction Process
Manager Climate Corps Year 2



collaboration across worldviews
UH Hilo Manager Climate Corps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our ideas do not drive our behavior and define our adaptive capacities. Rather, human behavior is more profoundly based upon intuitive affective (emotional) capacities that are driven by experience, group norms, values, perceptions, and intrinsic motivations that collectively define one's identity or worldview.Many think paddling in long distance outrigger races is about finishing first or best athletes. If one looks more deeply it is not. It is adaptation to an unforgiving shifting kai (ocean); working as one and putting in the extra time for rigging (time shared in person to help/support others) to build trust and understanding of how to build upon one-anothers’ strengths to adapt when conditions change (e.g. white caps in the distance). Individual roles must instinctively adjust as the ocean’s conditions shifting quickly and sometimes dramatically. Trust of one another and applying different skill sets in variable conditions is vital to paddle well as a crew; to paddle as one in a constantly changing world.



• Process: Build upon existing professional networks by embedding 
science within specific biocultural landscapes/seascapes

• Goal: Expand collaborative manager and research networks to 
increase communities’ capacities to adapt to change

• Outcome: Entrance point to shift science and society by
increasingly co-developing research products within local 
networks across diverse worldviews and a deeper context of place

Move beyond technical problem solving and one-way communication to
address complex challenges through two-way in-person collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we add cutting edge technology and research networks to deeply placed-based, traditional experiences...we profoundly increase our adaptive capacity. This is the 2015 Molokai Hoe outrigger canoe race between the islands of Oʻahu and Molokai. This 40+ mile race combines state of the art canoe materials and traditional paddling experience in a dynamic open ocean forum within which human communities have adapted for centuries. Conditions shift constantly in the channel, paddling crews, support vessels, and support staff must adjust concurrently to safely and efficiently cross.Such that extensive lineages of human experiences in specific locations are incorporated withiun the science pathwayUniting diverse worldviews and diverse experiences has been a major component of human adaptation for millenniaReturning to our adaptive roots (#2 on slide) 



“Perhaps the most important challenge in 
climate adaptation is reconciling the 

information needs of stakeholders with the 
available scientific knowledge and capacities. 
This is not so much a technical challenge as a 

fundamental challenge in communication 
and mutual understanding among different 

communities.”

Strategic Science Agenda (2013-2018) SW Climate Science Center.
http://www.swcsc.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/data/SWCSC_Science
_Agenda-2013-2018.pdf



Manager Climate Corps in Motion

Current Efforts

• 4 manager-driven graduate projects
 Including 5 graduate students

• 5 interactive forums 
National, regional, and local settings



Manager Climate Corps

email: slaursen@hawaii.edu

http://hilo.hawaii.edu/picsc/

The project described in this presentation was supported by Cooperative 
Agreement  #G12AC00003 from the United States Geological Survey. Its 
contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and should not be 

interpreted as representing the views of the USGS.
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